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13 Much of our interaction with the visual world requires us to isolate some currently important objects from other less
14 important objects. This task becomes more difficult when objects move, or when our field of view moves relative to the
15 world, requiring us to track these objects over space and time. Previous experiments have shown that observers can track a
16 maximum of about 4 moving objects. A natural explanation for this capacity limit is that the visual system is architecturally
17 limited to handling a fixed number of objects at once, a so-called magical number 4 on visual attention. In contrast to this
18 view, Experiment 1 shows that tracking capacity is not fixed. At slow speeds it is possible to track up to 8 objects, and yet
19 there are fast speeds at which only a single object can be tracked. Experiment 2 suggests that that the limit on tracking is
20 related to the spatial resolution of attention. These findings suggest that the number of objects that can be tracked is
21 primarily set by a flexibly allocated resource, which has important implications for the mechanisms of object tracking and for
22 the relationship between object tracking and other cognitive processes.
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27
28 Introduction

29 Tracking moving objects over space and time is a
30 fundamental part of making sense of a dynamic visual
31 world. Whether driving on a busy highway, playing team
32 sports, or watching one’s children at the playground, one
33 often maintains attention on multiple moving objects
34 simultaneously. To explore this ability in the laboratory,
35 researchers have employed the multiple object tracking
36 task (Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988). Typically, a set of
37 identical items is presented and a subset of target items
38 is cued, then all items move randomly about the screen for
39 several seconds. During this time, all of the items appear
40 identical and the eyes can only fixate directly on one
41 target at a time. Thus, to track multiple targets con-
42 currently, observers are required to “mentally track” the
43 target items as they move about the display. At the end of
44 the trial, all of the items stop and the observer must
45 indicate which items were the original targets.
46 Studies employing this task have been used to inves-
47 tigate a wide range of topics in visual cognition, including
48 determining what counts as an object for object-based
49 attention (Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999; Scholl, Pylyshyn, &
50 Feldman, 2001), the dynamics of attention in depth
51 (Viswanathan & Mingolla, 2002), the coordinate systems
52 underlying attention (Liu et al., 2005), the limits on
53 divided or multifocal attention (Alvarez, Horowitz,

54Aresenio, DiMase, & Wolfe, 2005; Cavanagh & Alvarez,
552005), age differences in attention (Trick, Audet, &
56Dales, 2003), and deficits in attention for different patient
57populations (Ho et al., 2006; O’Hearn, Landau, &
58Hoffman, 2005).
59Given the broad range of work that employs the
60multiple object-tracking task, it is important to understand
61the nature of limits on tracking at a basic level. In the
62current paper, we investigate whether the limit on the
63number of objects that can be tracked is fixed (the fixed-
64architecture model), or whether the limit on tracking is set
65by a resource that can be flexibly allocated to objects
66depending on the demands of the task (the flexible-
67resource model).

68The argument for the fixed-architecture model

69Surprisingly, across multiple studies, researchers have
70consistently found that approximately 4 objects can be
71tracked (Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001; Pylyshyn &
72Storm, 1988; Yantis, 1992). The similarity of these
73estimates, combined with the frequency with which 4-item
74limits arise in other attention tasks, suggests the possibility
75that there is a “magical number 4” in visual attention
76(Cowan, 2001; Pylyshyn, 1989). This 4-item limit implies
77an architectural constraint on multiple object tracking.
78That is, there appears to be a fixed number of mechanisms
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79 used for tracking, and the number of these mechanisms
80 sets the limit on the number of objects that can be tracked.
81 These mechanisms could take the form of “FINSTs”
82 (which “stick” to objects; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988) or
83 object files (which track objects via spatiotemporal infor-
84 mation; Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Mitroff &
85 Alvarez, in press).
86

87 The argument for the flexible-resource model

88 While the apparently high agreement in capacity
89 estimates across studies suggests there exists a fixed
90 number of tracking mechanisms, the data are by no means
91 conclusive. There is a great deal of variability in the
92 tracking capacity across individuals (Oksama & Hyona,
93 2004), expertise can increase the number of objects
94 tracked (Allen, McGeorge, Pearson, & Milne, 2004),
95 playing video games increases the number of objects that
96 can be tracked (Green & Bavelier, 2006), and grouping
97 targets into a virtual polygon improves tracking accuracy
98 (Yantis, 1992). While it is conceivable that different
99 individuals would be born with different numbers of
100 tracking mechanisms, explaining individual differences
101 and expertise effects, it is less clear how playing video
102 games or using a grouping strategy would increase the
103 number of tracking mechanisms a particular individual
104 has. Thus, it is worth considering alternatives to the fixed-
105 architecture view, such as an attentional resource theory
106 (Allen et al., 2004; Yantis, 1992).
107 A resource theory would hold that there is a pool of
108 resources required for tracking objects, and that the limit
109 on tracking depends on the resource demands required to
110 track each object. For example, if the tracking task were
111 so difficult that tracking one target consumed all available
112 tracking resources, then only a single item could be
113 tracked. However, if each item only required 1/4th of the
114 total available resources, then four objects could be
115 tracked. Thus, the number of objects that could be tracked
116 would be inversely related to the resource demands for
117 each individual object.
118 The fixed-architecture model and the flexible-resource
119 model present a fundamental division between potential
120 tracking mechanisms. Thus, interpreting the results of
121 studies employing the multiple object-tracking task will
122 be influenced by which theory best explains limits on this
123 task. Beyond object tracking, describing the visual
124 system’s mechanisms for maintaining attention on moving
125 objects is critical to understanding broader phenomena,
126 such as spatial vision and imagery (Pylyshyn, 1989;
127 Pylyshyn, 1998), our stable percept of the visual world
128 across eye and body movements (Pylyshyn, 1989), the
129 development of object knowledge in infants (e.g., Carey
130 & Xu, 2001; Leslie, Xu, Tremoulet, & Scholl, 1998), and
131 the development and operation of our numerical concepts
132 (Carey & Xu, 2001). Distinguishing between these
133 alternate models of the limits on multiple object tracking

134would inform a variety of problems within vision and
135within cognitive psychology more generally. In the
136current study, we investigate whether the tracking limit
137is set by a fixed number of tracking mechanisms, or by a
138resource limitation.
139

140

141
142Experiment 1: Evidence for a
143resource limit on tracking

144We used object speed to manipulate the demands of the
145tracking task and to determine whether the number of
146objects that can be tracked is fixed, or whether there is a
147tradeoff between the difficulty of tracking targets and the
148number that can be tracked. We asked observers to track 1
149to 8 objects, and we estimated the maximum speed at
150which they could perform the task (see Figure 1a). If there
151is a fixed number of independently functioning tracking
152mechanisms, and only the number of tracking mecha-
153nisms imposes a limit on tracking, then the maximum
154tracking speed should be the same from 1 to N targets,

Figure 1. Task and predictions for Experiment 1. (a) A schematic
depiction of the tracking task in Experiment 1. At the beginning of
each trial, a subset of items were identified as targets. Then all
items appeared identical and observers adjusted the speed to the
maximum at which they could perfectly track the items for about
5 s. The trial ended when the observer selected a speed. The
accuracy of these speed limit settings was verified in a separate
session. (b) The fixed-architecture model predicts that the speed
limit will be the same from 1 to N, where N is the number of
tracking mechanisms available (shown as 4 here) and then will
decline beyond that point. (c) The flexible-resource model predicts
that with each increase in the number of targets the speed limit
will decrease.
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155 where N is the number of tracking mechanisms (see
156 Figure 1b). In contrast, if tracking capacity is limited by
157 some flexible resource, then as the number of targets
158 tracked increases, the amount of this resource allocated to
159 each individual object will decrease. Assuming the
160 maximum speed at which an object can be tracked
161 depends on the amount of resource devoted to that object,
162 the speed limit should decrease as the number of targets
163 increases (see Figure 1c). We depict a linear tradeoff in
164 Figure 1c, but the function need only be monotonically
165 decreasing.

166 Method
167 Participants

168 Fourteen observers reported normal or corrected-to-
169 normal vision, gave informed consent and were paid or
170 received course credit.
171

172 Stimuli

173 Sixteen green circles (diameter 1.25-) were presented
174 on a black background (30- � 24-). A gray fixation point
175 (“+”) subtending 1- � 1- was presented at the center of
176 the display. The circles moved at a constant speed
177 (between 0-/s and 42-/s) and were “repelled” by each
178 edge of the display and by other items with decreasing
179 strength over distance, such that the items “avoided” each
180 other. The circles changed direction to avoid other items
181 and were never closer than 4- (center to center) to another
182 circle.
183

184 Procedure

185 There were two sessions: a speed limit session where
186 observers would estimate their top tracking speeds for
187 each number of targets, and an accuracy check session,
188 which would confirm whether their estimates were
189 correct. In the speed limit session, each trial began with
190 the presentation of 16 circles with a subset of green
191 distractor circles and red target circles. Once observers
192 noted the red subset they pressed the down arrow key to
193 “hide” the targets (they turned green and appeared
194 identical to the other circles on the screen). Then
195 observers adjusted the speed of the circles by pressing
196 the arrow keys (left arrow to slow down, right arrow to
197 speed up). Observers were instructed to increase the speed
198 until they found that they were moving too fast to track.
199 At that point, observers were instructed to decrease the
200 speed, and then press the up arrow to “show” the targets
201 again (the original target set was turned red again).
202 Observers were instructed to repeat this procedure a few
203 times until they reached the maximum speed at which
204 they could perfectly track all of the targets for about 5 s.
205 Once the observers were confident they had found their

206speed limit, they pressed the space bar to enter their
207setting. They were then prompted to confirm their
208selection, and then the next trial began. If they could not
209track the number of targets required observers were
210instructed to set the speed to zero (stationary). This
211procedure was repeated 3 times each for 1 to 8 targets,
212for a total of 24 settings.
213In the second session, observers performed a tracking
214task with the speed set to their personal speed limit for 1
215to 8 targets. At the beginning of each trial, 1 to 8 targets
216were highlighted in red, and then all of them turned green.
217The items then moved for 6 s at the observer’s speed limit
218setting for that number of targets. At the end of the trial,
219all of the circles stopped moving, and then randomly one
220of the circles turned red (half of the time it was a target
221and half of the time it was a distractor). The task was to
222indicate whether the red item was one of the targets, or
223one of the distractors by pressing left arrow key to
224indicate “target” and the right arrow key to indicate
225“distractor.” Critically, this probe method equates
226response demands and chance performance (50%) across
227all numbers of targets. Observers completed a total of 80
228trials in this accuracy check session.
229Although eye movements were not monitored, observ-
230ers were informed that our primary interest was in how
231well they could track objects by paying attention to them
232in their peripheral vision, rather than by moving their eyes
233around to follow them and were asked to keep their eyes
234focused on the central “+” throughout the experiment.
235

236

237Results

238Data for two observers were discarded because their
239error rates in the tracking task (averaged across numbers
240of targets) were about 3 standard deviations above the
241mean. Analysis of speed limit settings and tracking
242accuracy was performed for the remaining 12 observers.

243Speed settings

244Figure 2a illustrates the average speed limit setting as
245a function of the number of targets. There appears to be
246a continuous function relating the number of targets
247tracked to the speed limit. The speed limit decreased
248significantly with each increase in the number of targets
249(1 vs. 2, t(11) = 5.7, p G .001; 2 vs. 3, t(11) = 5.1,
250p G .001; 3 vs. 4, t(11) = 5.2, p G .001; 4 vs. 5, t(11) = 8.0,
251p G .001; 5 vs. 6, t(11) = 6.7, p G .001; 6 vs. 7, t(11) =
2525.9, p G .001; 7 vs. 8, t(11) = 3.0, p G .05). Although we
253had no a priori expectation for what the shape of the
254speed limit � number of targets function would be, upon
255inspection it appeared logarithmic. We plotted the speed
256limit versus the log of the number of targets (see Figure 2b)
257and found a strong linear correlation (r2 = .996) and
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258 extrapolating this function to speed zero suggests an upper
259 limit on tracking capacity of about 8 objects.
260

261 Accuracy check

262 Observers accurately estimated their personal speed
263 limits for tracking different numbers of targets. Tracking
264 accuracy was high (È94% overall) and did not vary as a
265 function of the number of targets when the speed was set
266 to each individual observer’s speed limit for each number
267 of targets (F(7, 77) G 1, p = .53). None of the t-tests
268 comparing accuracy for different numbers of targets were
269 significant (the comparison for 2 vs. 3 targets, approached
270 significance at p = .053, but none of the other 27
271 comparisons were significant, with uncorrected p values
272 greater than .11 for each comparison).
273

274

275 Discussion

276 The results of this experiment show that with each
277 increase in the number of targets tracked, there is a
278 decrease in the maximum speed at which those targets can
279 move and still be tracked accurately. For example,
280 increasing the number of tracked targets from 1 to 2
281 decreased the speed limit by 30%. If the allocation of
282 attention to an object were set to a certain fixed amount,
283 then the speed limit would not change when the number of
284 tracked targets increases (assuming the capacity limit was
285 greater than one, see Figure 1b). The gradual decrease in
286 speed limit with the number of targets tracked is
287 inconsistent with a fixed-architecture model that assumes
288 number of objects tracked is limited primarily by a fixed
289 number of independent tracking mechanisms. However,
290 the results are consistent with a flexible-resource model
291 that assumes attention can be flexibly allocated to tracked
292 objects. When 1 object is tracked, all resources are
293 devoted to that one target and it can be tracked at a fast

294speed. When 2 objects are tracked, resources are divided
295among the targets, and the speed limit is reduced. In
296general, as the number of targets increases, the amount of
297resource devoted to each object decreases, reducing the
298maximum speed of tracking.
299The accuracy of these speed limit settings was verified
300in a block of trials in which participants tracked 1–8
301targets at their own personal speed limit settings. The
302average accuracy was 94% and did not vary as a function
303of the number of targets, suggesting that the speed
304measurements accurately reflect the maximum speed at
305which participants can track all of the targets.
306The subjective experience of trying to track a large
307number of objects (e.g., 4) at a very fast speed (e.g., the
308speed limit for 1 item) is quite compelling: as soon as the
309targets begin to move, they “scatter” and are completely
310untrackable. In fact, it seems that if one tries to track all 4
311targets, they will all be lost. For readers interested in
312observing this result first hand, we have posted a
313demonstration online at http://cvcl.mit.edu/george/demos.
314htm. While these online displays have fewer items than in
315Experiment 1, they nevertheless provide a clear demon-
316stration of this effect.
317We interpret these results as evidence for a resource
318limit on the number of objects that can be tracked. This
319conclusion rests on an important distinction between
320processes that are primarily data-limited and those that
321are primarily resource-limited (Norman & Bobrow, 1975).
322For example, if the task was to identify a letter among
323white noise, the task could become impossible simply
324because there is not enough signal in the noise, even with
325100% of the available resources devoted to the task. In
326general, when the quality of the data is the primary limit
327on performance, devoting more resources to that task will
328not improve performance. It is important to note that the
329difficulty in tracking multiple objects at fast speeds in the
330current study cannot be attributed to data limitations. For
331any individual, there is a fast speed at which a single
332target can be tracked accurately without errors, but no

Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1. (a) Estimated speed limit in degrees per second as a function of the number of targets in Experiment 1.
Error bars are presented where they are larger than the data symbols and represent one standard error of the mean. (b) Plotting the
estimated speed limit as a function of the log of the number of targets shows a strong correlation and a maximum upper limit of about 8 on
the number of objects that can be tracked.
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333 more than one object can be tracked at that speed. The
334 fact that one target can be tracked indicates that the
335 quality of the image data is sufficient to support accurate
336 tracking. The failure to track more than one object at such
337 high speeds must therefore result from a lack of available
338 attentional resources.
339 The current results also constrain any “hybrid” model
340 that assumes there is both a fixed number of tracking
341 mechanisms and a resource limit on tracking. According
342 to such a hybrid account, there should be a decrease in the
343 speed limit from 1 to N targets because less resource is
344 available to each tracker as the number of targets
345 increases. Beyond N, there should be a breakdown in
346 performance because the number of targets exceeds the
347 number of tracking mechanisms. At best, tracking is aided
348 by an “offline” spatial memory that is much less effective
349 than the “online” continuous operations of the tracking
350 mechanisms. However, there is no evidence for such a
351 discontinuity in the function relating the speed limit to the
352 number of targets tracked. Thus, any such hybrid model
353 would have to be modified to account for the continuous
354 transition from the online tracking system to the offline
355 spatial memory system. While it is difficult to rule out all
356 classes of hybrid models, the important point for our
357 purposes is that any hybrid account would have to include
358 a resource-limited component that acts as the primary
359 determinant of the number of objects that can be tracked.

360

361

362
363 Experiment 2: Attentional
364 resolution limits

365 If the limit on the number of objects that can be tracked
366 is set primarily by a flexibly allocated resource, then it is
367 important to understand the role this resource plays in
368 tracking. What are the advantages of allocating more
369 tracking resources to an object? Previous researchers have
370 proposed that attention refreshes tracking indexes to
371 overcome decay or interference (Pylyshyn et al., 1994),
372 facilitates tracking through anticipation or error recovery
373 (McKeever & Pylyshyn, 1993), or maintains a higher
374 order object representation (a “virtual polygon”) to
375 facilitate tracking (Yantis, 1992). In addition to these
376 factors, we propose that the allocation of attention affects
377 the spatial resolution with which information is repre-
378 sented (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998), and that spatial
379 resolution imposes important constraints on multiple
380 object tracking (Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001).
381 Previous research has shown that the number of
382 locations that spatial attention can select at once depends
383 on the precision required to isolate target locations
384 from distractor locations (Franconeri, Alvarez, & Enns,
385 in press). When the spacing between items was small,
386 requiring precise selection regions, only 2–3 locations

387could be selected. But when the spacing between items
388was large, allowing selection regions to be coarser, up to
3896–7 locations could be selected. This suggests there is a
390tradeoff between the number of items selected, and the
391precision with which those items can be selected:
392The greater the number of items selected, the coarser the
393selection.
394The tradeoff between the number of items selected and
395the spatial precision of the selection can explain why there
396is a limit to the number of objects that can be tracked at a
397particular speed. On this view, when a single item is
398tracked, its position can be selected very precisely because
399all resources are devoted to tracking that one item. As
400more objects are tracked, each item’s position must be
401selected more coarsely. Eventually, increasing the number
402of objects tracked will result in such coarse selections that
403distractors will fall within the selected region and become
404confused with targets, leading to a decrease in perfor-
405mance. Thus, the maximum allowable window of selec-
406tion around the target (which depends on how close the
407targets are allowed to come to distractors), will set the
408limit on the number of objects that can be tracked.
409With an additional assumption, we can also explain the
410speed limit on tracking observed in Experiment 1 in terms
411of spatial resolution. Specifically, if we assume that faster
412moving objects require a coarser selection window than
413slow moving objects, then increasing the speed should
414decrease the number of objects that can be tracked. This
415hypothesis is based in part on the relationship between
416velocity sensitivity and receptive field sizes, which are
417positively correlated in the cat and monkey, such that
418receptive fields of cells tuned to faster speeds tend to be
419larger (Mikami, Newsome, & Wurtz, 1986; Orban,
420Kennedy, & Bullier, 1986; Orban, Kennedy, & Maes,
4211981). Attentive tracking most likely relies on inputs from
422such motion sensitive mechanisms, and thus it is possible
423that tracking faster moving objects relies on a spatially
424coarser representation than tracking slower moving
425objects.
426Thus, we propose a resolution-based account for the
427resource limit on tracking accuracy with two important
428claims: (1) the more items that are tracked, the coarser the
429selection; and (2) the faster the tracked items move, the
430coarser the selection. In the current experiment, we varied
431the required resolution of selection by varying the
432minimum spacing between items. Our hypothesis predicts
433that the number of objects that can be tracked will
434decrease as the spacing between targets and distractors
435decreases because a more precise selection window is
436required. We also predict that the cost for decreasing the
437spacing between targets and distractors will be greater for
438fast moving targets than for slow moving targets because
439selection regions are necessarily coarser for fast items
440than for slow items. Alternatively, it is possible that there
441is a fixed resolution limit, a lower bound on the resolution
442of attention (Intrilgator & Cavanagh, 2001), and that this
443will be the same for fast and slow targets.
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444 Method
445 Participants

446 Twelve observers reported normal or corrected-to-
447 normal vision, gave informed consent, and were paid for
448 their participation.
449

450 Stimuli

451 Eight black circles (diameter = 0.67-) were presented on
452 a gray background (23- � 23-). The number of targets
453 was fixed at 4, the speed was either slow (7-/s) or fast
454 (14-/s), and the minimum spacing between items varied
455 (0.67-–4.67-, in 1- intervals). As in Experiment 1, the
456 items repelled each other to avoid collisions and bounced
457 off of the edges of the display to remain on the screen.
458

459 Procedure

460 At the beginning of each trial, 8 items were presented,
461 and a subset of 4 items blinked off and on at 2 Hz for 2 s
462 to designate them as targets for the tracking task. Then all
463 of the items moved at a constant rate for 12 s and stopped.
464 Participants used the mouse to highlight and click on the
465 4 target items. Participants completed 8 trials for each
466 combination of speed (slow and fast) and the 5 minimum
467 spacings between items (0.67-–4.67-), with the order of
468 conditions randomized.
469

470

471 Results

472 Tracking accuracy was more sensitive to the spacing
473 between items when the items moved at a fast speed than
474 when they moved at a slow speed (see Figure 3a). A 2 � 5
475 ANOVA on tracking accuracy with speed and minimum
476 spacing as factors showed a significant main effect of
477 speed (F(1, 11) = 62.8, MSE = 54.7, p G .001, )p

2 = 0.85),

478indicating that tracking was more accurate for slow
479moving targets than fast moving targets. There was also a
480significant main effect of spacing (F(4, 44) = 23.1, MSE =
48124.5, p G .001, )p

2 = 0.68), indicating the tracking
482accuracy was higher the more widely spaced the items
483were. Most importantly, there was a significant inter-
484action between speed and minimum spacing (F(4, 44) =
4855.9, MSE = 24.2, p G .001, )p

2 = 0.35), indicating that the
486crowding effect of the distractors was greater for fast
487moving targets than for slow moving targets (the drop in
488accuracy for the smallest spacing compared to the largest
489spacing was 18.4% for fast targets, and 5.9% for slow
490targets).
491The interaction does not appear to be due to the general
492difficulty of tracking the faster targets. Although there
493was a trend for better tracking accuracy at the slower
494speed for each spacing, at the largest spacing tracking was
495high for both speeds and not significantly different (slow,
496M = 89.8%, SEM = 3.4%; fast, M = 93.5%, SEM = 3.9%;
497t(11) = 2.08, p = .062, r2 = .28). At all smaller spacings,
498the difference in tracking accuracy for slow and fast
499targets was significant (all p values G.05, all r2 values
500greater than .44).
501To estimate the number of objects tracked as a function
502of speed and the minimum spacing between items, we
503used the following equation:

PðcorrectÞ ¼ ½C þ ðn jCÞ * ðnjCÞ=ðmjCÞ�=n: ð1Þ
504505

506Where P(correct) is the average proportion of targets
507accurately clicked, C is the number of targets actually
508tracked, n is the number of targets, and m is the total
509number of items in the display. An example illustrates
510the logic of this equation. Say an observer is asked to
511track 4 out of 8 items, but is only able to actually track
5123 of the targets. We can assume that the subject will
513click on the 3 tracked targets but will then guess for the
514remaining 1 target among 4 distractors (a 20% chance of

Figure 3. Results of Experiment 2. (a) Decreasing the minimum spacing between items decreased tracking accuracy more when the items
move at a fast speed than when they move at a slow speed. (b) Results in terms of tracking capacity (the number of objects tracked)
reveal that the number of objects that can be tracked decreases as the minimum spacing decreases.
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515 correctly guessing). On average, this observer would
516 click on 3 + (4 j 3) * (4 j 3) / (8 j 3) = 3.2 targets
517 out of 4, yielding a proportion correct of .80 on average.
518 Figure 3b shows the results in terms of estimated
519 number of objects tracked. As the minimum spacing
520 decreases from 4.67- to 0.67-, the number of objects that
521 can be tracked at a slow speed drops a small but
522 significant amount from a mean of 3.6 T 0.3 objects to
523 3.3 T 0.2 objects (t(11) = 4.12, p G .01, r2 = .61). At a fast
524 speed, the drop was even greater, from a mean of 3.5 T 0.2
525 objects to a mean of 2.4 T 0.3 objects (t(11) = 6.51,
526 p G .001, r2 = .79). The difference in tracking capacity for
527 fast and slow moving targets was not significant at the at the
528 largest spacing of 4.67- (t(11) = 1.31, p = .215, r2 = .14),
529 but was significant at the smaller spacing of 0.67- (t(11) =
530 8.20, p G .001, r2 = .86).
531 Note that our Equation 1 is mathematically equivalent
532 to Equation 6 in Hulleman (2005). As Hulleman
533 described, this method of estimating the number of items
534 tracked from percent correct assumes that participants
535 have no knowledge about the distractor identities. Recent
536 work suggests that this assumption is valid. When the load
537 of tracking targets is high, observers have little to no
538 information about the location of individual distractors
539 during multiple object tracking (Alvarez & Oliva, 2007).
540 Moreover, although assuming knowledge of distractors
541 would change our overall capacity estimates, it would not
542 change the relative difference in performance we see in
543 Figure 3b. For example, capacity estimates computed
544 using Hulleman’s maximum number of objects tracked
545 (Equation 8), and minimum number of objects tracked
546 (Equation 9), changed the absolute value of capacity
547 estimates but showed the same relative pattern of
548 performance as that shown in Figure 3b. Specifically, the
549 number of items tracked decreased as the spacing between
550 items decreased, and this effect was greater for the faster
551 moving items.
552

553 Discussion

554 This experiment shows two important results. First,
555 it is not possible to track as many targets when the
556 spacing between items is small (requiring more precise
557 selection) as when the spacing between items is large
558 (allowing coarser selection). This finding is consistent
559 with previous research on the tradeoff between the
560 number of items selected at once and the spatial resolution
561 of attention (Franconeri et al., in press). Second, the cost
562 for decreasing spacing is greater for fast moving targets
563 than for slow moving targets. This novel finding suggests
564 that it is possible to track slow moving targets with a
565 “tighter” focus of attention, enabling distractors to be
566 ignored or suppressed even when they are close to the
567 targets. In contrast, when targets move quickly, a “coarser”
568 focus of attention appears to be necessary, causing nearby
569 items to impair tracking accuracy to a greater extent.

570The current results can also be interpreted in terms of
571positional uncertainty. On this view, tracking mechanisms
572estimate the position of targets with some uncertainty. As
573the number of targets increases, or the speed at which
574targets move increases, the positional uncertainty
575increases. On this positional uncertainty account, the
576coarseness in the spatial resolution of selection arises by
577the accumulation of local errors over time.
578

579

580
581General discussion

582The current study represents a challenge to the
583hypothesis that the number of objects that can be tracked
584is a fixed number, set by an architectural constraint.
585Experiment 1 showed a systematic decrease in the
586maximum speed of tracking as the number of targets
587tracked increased. This finding suggests that the limit on
588tracking is not determined by a fixed number of tracking
589mechanisms, but instead that it is primarily set by a shared
590resource. In Experiment 2, fewer items could be tracked
591when precise selection windows were required than when
592coarse selections were possible, and the effect of required
593precision was greater for faster moving objects. These
594results suggest that the number of tracked objects and the
595speed of the tracked objects affect the spatial resolution of
596attention: increasing the number of objects tracked or the
597speed of tracked objects increases the size of the selection
598window. Combined, these results suggest that the number
599of objects that can be tracked depends on a flexibly
600allocated resource, and that allocating more resources to
601tracking a particular object increases the precision with
602which that object is selected.
603These findings are consistent with the more general
604claim that attentional processing is not limited to a fixed
605number of items (Davis, 2004; Davis, Welch, Holmes, &
606Shepherd, 2001; Tripathy & Barret, 2004; Tripathy,
607Narasimhan, & Barret, 2007). For example, the ability to
608discriminate changes in the trajectory of moving items
609drops off dramatically as the number of tracked trajecto-
610ries increases beyond 1 (Tripathy & Barret, 2004). This
611suggests that the resolution required to detect a deviation
612is the primary limit on the number of trajectories that can
613be tracked, not the number of trajectories (Tripathy et al.,
6142007). While our conclusions are similar, there are several
615reasons to believe that the constraints on trajectory
616tracking are different than those on multiple object
617tracking. First, the trajectory tracking task places heavy
618demands on visual memory. To determine whether an
619item has changed direction, it is necessary to compare its
620current direction to its previous direction. Indeed, visual
621memory limitations may be the primary determinant of
622the limits on trajectory tracking (Narasimhan, Tripathy, &
623Barret, 2005). In contrast, the multiple-object tracking
624task does not require a direct comparison of the current
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625 features of an object to its previous features, and iconic
626 memory is unlikely to play an essential role in this task.
627 Second, observers with amblyopia are impaired in multi-
628 ple object tracking (Ho et al., 2006), but not in the
629 trajectory task (Levi & Tripathy, 2006). Thus, while both
630 multiple object tracking and trajectory tracking appear to
631 be resource-limited, the resource in multiple object
632 tracking appears to be attention (consistent with the
633 attentional resolution results of Experiment 2), whereas
634 in trajectory tracking it appears to be visual sensory
635 memory.
636 Another line of related research comes from the object-
637 based attention literature. In the standard object-based
638 attention paradigm, participants are required to make a
639 speeded judgment about two features which either appear
640 on the same object, or which appear an equal distance
641 apart but on separate objects. The typical finding is that
642 there is a cost for dividing attention across objects
643 (Duncan, 1984). However, if the amount of “perceptual
644 information” is equated in the 1-object and 2-object
645 conditions, this cost is eliminated (Davis et al., 2001).
646 Davis et al. (2001) concluded that attention is not limited
647 to selecting a fixed number of objects but instead is
648 limited by binding operations. Specifically, attention is
649 limited in the number of within-object and between-object
650 “links” it can maintain.
651 A within-object link represents the relationship between
652 features of a single object (e.g., shape, texture, color),
653 whereas a between-object link represents the relationship
654 between features of separate objects (Davis, 2004).
655 According to Davis (2004), the number and strength of
656 these links imposes the limit on the number of objects that
657 can be attended. This theory of attention would need to be
658 expanded to account for the current results. For example,
659 in Experiment 2, we found that target-distractor spacing
660 and speed impact the number of objects that can be
661 tracked, but the number and appearance of display items
662 was constant across conditions. Thus, the number of
663 within-object links and between-object links was constant,
664 and therefore the number of links cannot explain the
665 current results. However, the link model could potentially
666 account for the current results if it were modified to
667 specify that the between-object links become weaker as
668 speed increases and as inter-item spacing decreases.
669 Our proposal differs from these previous proposals in its
670 focus on (1) inter-item interference and (2) the decrease in
671 spatial resolution as the number of targets increases and as
672 target speed increases. To account for our results, we
673 propose that the number of tracking mechanisms that can
674 be deployed is flexible and limited by a shared resource.
675 We introduce the term FLEX (a Flexibly allocated indEX)
676 to refer to these flexibly allocated tracking mechanisms. It
677 is possible to envision a variety of models that produce a
678 drop-off in spatial precision as the number of selected
679 items increases. A parallel account would hold that there
680 is no limit on the number of FLEXs, but there is a cost for
681 each additional FLEX deployed: as the number of FLEXs

682increases, the efficiency with which each individual FLEX
683can track decreases because they all draw on a common
684resource. For example, if the objects were tracked as the
685vertices of a single deforming object (Yantis, 1992), then
686increasing the number of vertices in this object may place
687greater demands on the shape memory system underlying
688tracking.
689An alternative, serial account assumes that there is only
690one FLEX, and that this single FLEX is moved serially
691from object to object. The FLEX marks each target
692location with a placeholder and returns to that placeholder
693after sampling other targets. If there were a fixed sampling
694rate or if sampling at a faster rate reduced the accuracy
695with which placeholders could be positioned, then
696increasing the number of targets would decrease the
697precision of tracking. Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) initially
698proposed and ruled out a serial tracking mechanism based
699on a model that consisted of several conservative
700assumptions concerning the sampling mechanism (e.g.,
701the rate at which attention could move from item to item).
702However, the modeling assumptions about the speed of
703attention shifts may not have been appropriate (e.g., it is
704unclear that attention can be described as having a set
705“speed” for switching between objects, see Egeth &
706Yantis, 1997), and the distinction between serial and
707parallel processing is notoriously difficult to make
708empirically (Townsend, 1990). Thus, we refrain from
709making any claims about the serial versus parallel nature
710of the tracking mechanism until direct empirical evidence
711favors one model over the other.
712The results characterizing tracking as a resource-limited
713raise many important questions. What is this resource?
714How does it determine the number of items that can be
715tracked? Why is there a tradeoff between the number of
716items tracked and the spatial resolution with which each
717item is represented? Why are faster moving objects
718tracked with a coarser selection window? Are there
719multiple FLEXs, or is there just a single FLEX? Raising
720these questions is an important benefit of characterizing
721tracking as resource-limited. If we cannot explain the
722limits on attentive tracking by assuming that the number
723of tracking mechanisms alone explains the limit, then we
724must seek a more detailed understanding of the mecha-
725nisms underlying tracking. Discovering the important role
726of attentional resolution in Experiment 2 was an initial
727step in this direction.
728The implications of characterizing tracking as primarily
729resource limited are not restricted to object tracking.
730Limits on tracking have influenced theories of other
731aspects of cognitive processing, such as the ability to
732rapidly enumerate small numbers of items (Trick &
733Pylyshyn, 1993), memory storage (Cowan, 2001), the
734object concept in infants (Carey & Xu, 2001), as well as
735number perception in infants (Feigenson, Carey, &
736Hauser, 2002), and non-human primates (Nieder & Miller,
7372004). The current results indicate that a common
738capacity limit of 4 items is not enough to make or to
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739 dismiss the connection between these processes and the
740 object tracking system in adults. If these systems are all
741 tapping the same underlying mechanism, then they should
742 show resource limitations similar to those shown for
743 tracking, such as sensitivity to speed or a loss of precision
744 with the number of items tracked. Given the great deal of
745 data making connections between these systems it is still
746 likely that they are related, but understanding the nature of
747 the resource limits can take us further to show how they
748 are related. In this way, characterizing tracking as a
749 resource limited mechanism can lead to a richer under-
750 standing of attentive tracking and its relation to other
751 cognitive processes.
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